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is a place for individuals or gro ups of the college community to air th eir
views. The articles in FORUM are printed in fu ll, and should be taken
as opinion or comment; not as factual reporting. They represent th e
views of th e individual authors, and not necessarily those of PR/ NT or
the college community as a whole.

Values . . . .what are our values and how do we choose them?
The first step in the Scientific
Method is to isolate and define
the problem. Today society is
faced with the problem of values.
Automatically many people seek
the solution to their problem of
values by belonging to a group
and adopting the group values.
This might be satisfactory if the
same person belonging to more
than one group did not have to
choose between more than one
set of values . Young people today
and the thinking ad ults ponder
over the advantages a nd disadvantages of many different sets
of values. Many persons have become confused or discouraged
and are sort of a camelon adopting
apparently the values of those
whom they are arou nd . Scientificall y and practically this is not
a satisfac tory solution. The problem most strikingly show s when
someone questions them on contradictory values ; and they come
up with stock answe rs that don't
fit properly thus looking quite hypocritical to the searching soul.
Searching soul : is there anyone
that can with all honesty say he or
she is not at times searching for
the ansy.er to a particular problem
in values? Where are the guidelines? Do they fluctuate with the
sty le ? How bouncey can we get?
What structure are we handing to
our you th ? Where do we stand ...
. or do we wobble? How old is
new?
Even the Newman Club has a
thing goi ng called "The New
Morality" . Sorry about that Father, but I just couldn't resist the
pun. I shall try to place emphasis
on a practical scientific so lution to
our problem of values . I am going

to mention the "No, NO" of our
present day. I am going to mention Our Father in Heaven and
the Ten Commandments, and
how I believe they are pertinent
to our people in our United States
of America; to you and to me .
The comme nts are already resounding from memories , ESP,
etc. Shout them at me wherever
you are, but let us be friendly
about it. OK? How does this set
of rules for living ; that was written at least four thousand years
ago, apply in 1971 ? Yes, Jesus
gave us the law of Love and
ADDED this to the commandments. Love complete s the law in
the commandments: and Faith,
Hope , and Love make us perfect.
They are also gifts of the spirit.
Zoop, that word "perfect"
nearly knocked the computer out
of line . We all know that we are
not perfect. Scientifically now let
us do a bit of Physics about the
word "perfect". How many of
you have heard about the Physicists" Absolute Zero"? It is nominally 273 degrees below zero
Centigrade Scale; but it has never
been reached in actuality . Physicists are not sure that it can be
reached, but they are trying. That
is what I like about Physicists.
They are still trying, and are experiencing the most fascinating
discoveries about other matter in
very cold temperatures while they
go on their journey towards, mind
you TOWARDS Absolute Zero .
Back to the controversial word
" perfect" as related to we earth
bound human beings. All of us are
trying to be a better p~rson each
day as we are able to see ourselves. Each of us understand dif-

Student £ees under scrutiny
As student fees undergo sc rutiny across the country we find
more and more referenda on
campuses. The idea of voluntary
fees doesn't make much sense to
anyone interested seriously in a
continuing program, whether it be
health services, athletics, union
buildings, campus newspapers or
student government. How does
o ne separate fee payers from
non-f(?~ _p_ayers when they enter

the union building or need emergency treatment at the health center? Few campus newspapers
wish to risk their survival on subscriptions, advertising or voluntary fees for the sake of complete
independence. The State University of New York is holding a
state-wide series of referenda on
the subject this spring.
Student fees are levied by col1ege or university governing

ferently what is a better person.
Each of us has uniquely a very
special personality, talents, beauty, ability, ambitions, desires and
habits. The trouble with too much
gossip about people is that in talking about others as a manner of
relaxation, we might become envious of them and forget the wo nderful person we are. Of course
we are not perfect, but how imperfect are we now? How would
we change ourselves to be better?
Would we modify or enlarge this
or that in our thinking ? We have
COQlplete control of our thoughts
if we make a practice of disciplining ourselves. Our thoughts
are the backbone of our values.
Our thoughts and our desires set
us out to search for our set of
values. We can by our thoughts
search for facts; or; opinions that
may not be based on facts. Self
preservation is an instinct in all
animal nature. It is not to be
frowned upon as criminal or a sin,
but it should be observed objectively. A society should not get
hysterical to the point of changing
values for the purpose of self preservation. Now back to the Ten
Commandments.
The First Commandment is
that God shall be our God above
all other things. Man can create
all kind s of things to worship; but
the most disasterous creation is to
worship man himself, to the point
that he thinks he has created God.
It is also very frightening because
every man and woman is different, and one can never be quite
sure where he stand s in the eyes
of any other person. When we
believe in God as our Creator and
as the Creator of all things we

boards. Frequently they come
into existence because a student
vote requests them. This is very
often the case with union facilities. Once a commitment is made
to borrow millions of dollars to
erect a building, with the loan to
be amortized from student fees, a
rather permanent commitment is
made - perhaps as long as forty
years. We've always been uncomfortab le about the vote of one generation binding the next ten to a
fee - not because we oppose the
idea of a fee, quite the contrary,
but because we believe the

GRADUATING: The Big Leap. To Where?
In two short months some three
hundred people will receive bachelor degrees from Northeastern
and about ¼ that number will
complete their requirements this
week. Never before has a college
graduate such limited opportuniti es to fulfill career objectives.
Teaching jobs are scarce, business markets are tight, and graduate schools are expensive. The
August degree recipient mu st
compete with December, April,
and June graduates from all over
the country for the limited job
openings.
A graduating senior is viewed!
in a variety of ways . Emotionall
expressions of envy, empathy ,.
sympathy , apathy, joy, and regret
meet the student at different encounters. Take , for example, a

classroom situation in mid-June ;
to the right of our senior is a December graduate who has yet to
student teach in the fall; to the left
is a middle-aged mother whose
son just graduated from the
Circle; directly in front is a sophomore in awe of the senior; and to
the rear is a fellow graduate waving his new job contract over the
senior's head. The senior· whose
career future looks bleak must
contin ue telling his classmates
that he has three interviews coming up. (No one needs to know
that one of the three is his psychoanalyst!)
Friends outside academia have
more profound reactions to the
fact that ---- ---- is finally graduating. "What do you mean BA ?
You 've been saying BS for

tor when the time comes. We
know that someone loves us , for
might not even know what is the
is not life really grand most of the
matter with us. So it is with a
time?
minister, preist, or rabbi . We
The Second Commandment
know that he is not God, but we
has been interpreted in many
also know that he has deidcated
ways. God has forbidden us to
his time, study and life to being a
make graven images; images that
speciali st in the service of God for
we bow down to and serve. Practhi s purpose, come what may . It is
tically speaking could not a modalso important to be a thinking,
ern day graven image be such macritical member of this organizaterial possessions as money, prestion so that, those professional in
tige, a job, cloths, furniture, etc?
the service of God are kept on
D o we bow?
The Third Commandment tell s their toes to do their job properly.
A really good student, you all
us that God should be mentioned
know , should be a stimulating inin prayer and reverence. How
spiration to a really good teacher.
many of us would keep any friend
The Fifth Commandment is to
ifwe said that friend s name with a
Honor they mother and father.
damn after it every time we were
Many you ng people are so eager
angry or fru strated ? One , if not
the greatest loss we could be smit- to be critical of their elders that
ten with, is, loss of our Faith in they no longer appear to honor
God. Thi s is very personal, thi s them. Parents, and this includes
the elders whether they be teachthing called Faith.
The Fourth Commandment is ers, parents or just neighbors,
to remember the Sabbath Day to · sometimes, honestly do not have
keep it holy . Oh, how many times the confidence that their se t of
I have heard controversy about values are the right ones. We must
whether the Sabbath Day is Sat- all work together fo r a better huurday , Sunday, Monday or some man race and as we all do so, we
other day depending on the group are honoring ou r mother and our
that is proseliting. There is a big father at any age. I am a mother
rigamorow about :the day and and this is what I would consider
what it mean s to be holy. Each as honor; that my children would
person has to' decide for himself use their talents and opportuaccording to his own conscience; nities, their intelligence and
but when there i's a church or knowledge; and a solid contemple open on a certain day that fidence in God arid love for their
is kept holy by those people; and fellow man .
This is getting too long, so look
dedicated persons who spend
their life in the specialty of for yourselves. The Command serving God there; why not use ments can be found in the
this facility provided for our con- Twentieth Chapter of Exodus in
venience, and support it. We can- any Bible. Love to you all,
not all be specialists in all areas ·o f
life. When we need a doctor we
Sarah Louise Polachek
don't just say, I'll be my own doc-

trustees ought to make such decisions on the basis of need. A good
share of the· students voting for
such fees -- se niors, for examp le -will pay none or very little of
them. And · most students don't
vote anyhow.
Be that as it may , from Indiana
University · comes word that action by the Board of Trustees to
abolish a student government assessment of fifty cents -a semester
precipitated a student referendum. The referendum centered on
the student government issue but
was extended to include other

existi ng fees (actually that part of
tuition -- $73 -- that doesn't go
into the general fund of the uni-·
versity). Three of these fees, totalling $17 per semester, involved
the Indiana Memorial Union . The
vote was advisory, of course but
it was an express ion of stu,dent
sentiment.
All items in this exercise passed
handily. In addition, by a three to
one vote, the students indicated
an interest in a fifty cents a semester fee for legal services. About
25% of Ind iana's 30,000 stude nts
went to the polls.

by Lynda Ann Immergluck

years_!" The girls that became secers who care less . No longer mu st
he wait in line for hours only to
retaries have wardrobes to match
both of their cars and the selli ng greet an ou t-to-l unch sign.
Secondly, a graduating senior
fellas all are soddi ng the backyards of their new homes.
needn't worry abo ut being on pro'There's a great job working for
bation because of poor grades.
the Sanitary District at six dollars · He' s made it to the last trimester
an hour but you must be free this and unle ss he flunks all of his final
summer!" "We need a summer courses, his degree is secure.
girl to work one of our machines Thirdly, he doesn't have to look
at the plant."
forward to another boring reOn a more optimistic level, an quired class or to an instructor
August graduate does have some who teaches like a lullaby.
rewards to claim. First and foreLast, but surel y not least, the
most, he'll never again have to graduating se nior mu st realize hi s
hassle with registration. N o long- accomplishment. He has suffered
er must he worry about a red line tu1t1 o n hikes personally. He
drawn through a much needed leaves college after storm y years
class. No longer must he beg an of anti-war protests that made
easy teacher entrance into a higher education a dirty word to
closed class. No longer must he the common man . He has passed
run and get signitures from sign- many exams, cheated on some,

brownnosed on others. He completed all the old requirements
(except maybe science) just as a
new curriculum took effect. (It's
also very likely that he took three
trimesters of a foreig n language.)
Also, he probably was expecting
tons of job offers up until last year
and finished hi s schooling knowing the scarce ness of opportunities .
Courage, fortitude, knowledge--the August com mencement
participant can look back at his
college years proudly and without
shame. He has answered hi s
mother's dreams, fulfilled his academic goals, and planted the
seeds for his future . In fact, the
slogan for the Augu st graduating
class has been "plant your own
seed s" and many have done that!
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SEE YOU LIGHTER!
Or How I Joined Weight Watchers
On January 12, 1970 at 7: 30 p.m.
I joined Weight Watchers International.
BEFORE
Having been a drop-out dieter
for several years, I finally decided
to drop in again . And the Weight
Watchers' scales demanded a sixty pound drop off.
I had accumulated a wide range
of clothes. It went from a size 11
through 18. I guess you could say,
"I hadn't bitten off more than I
could chew." My eyes were not
bigger than my stomach, in this
instance. I would appreciate an
opportunity to share my losses
with you.
The first step on the agenda
was my being relieved of a $5.00
registration fee . I was light $3.00
for joining and $2.00 for attending
the meeting. Weight Watchers
don't count calories. They restrict
themselves to greens - vegetables and money.
I was in line next to a slender
young man who represented the
"after" in the Weight Watchers'

picture. I was strictly "before." I
bought a scale to prove my point.
Then there was the weighing in
and I was out of it once again. I
stepped on it and was asked if I
would attend the lecture "lighter."

The woman who gave the lecture was impeccably groomed.
She was the type that made everyone else feel they had something
on backwards. She resembled one
of those slender model types who
eat Kleenex for lunch.
The count-down followed. It included the announcement of
weight losses. One woman lost
twelve pounds in one week. Another one lost fifty pounds over a
period of severe\! months. She
showed what she had gained from
her loss, a diamond ring from her
husband. Someone in the last row
asked what her husband would do
if she lost a hundred pounds.
After the meeting, menus were
distributed. Caloriewise, they
didn't add up to much. The most
provocative offering was a virgin
mary. It consisted of an eight

"Environment"
employment opening
Since many college under. graduates are curious about eventual employment in some area of
work involving the environment,
whether it be pollution control,
use of available water and air resources, etc., a recent conference
attended by college directors of
placement yielded helpful information . The conference was also
attended by representatives of
various government agencies on
all levels : Federal , State, Metropolitan, County and City of Chicago. Agencies involved were all
concerned in some fashion or other with the environment whether
it be water and/or air pollution,
sewage disposal, inspection, testing and so on. Each reported on
the kinds of jobs existing within
his individual agency, the approximate number of employees,
the qualifications necessary for
employment and chances of eventual employment.
One of the highlights of the conference was hearing from Dr.
James Patterson, Director of Illinois Institute of Technology's
relatively new Pritzker Environmental Research Center. Dr. Patterson described the interesting
new majors being developed to
better meet the needs of candidates wanting to work in environmental sc iences. Since civil engineering students lacked the biology and/or chemi stry required by
many of the positions and since
biology majors lacked any knowledge of civil engineering, one of
the most interesting programs of
the Pritzker Center reflects a
" marriage" of the two areas.
Now, the biology and chemistry
majors have an opportunity to acquire the necessary civil engineering and the civil engineer can acquire the necessary science.
Frequently, the biology major
does not even have the necessary
hours of microbiology and water
chemistry to meet initial qualifications .
Dr. Patterson spoke of manpower needs in the environmental
specialties and noted that there
are currently 36,000 environmental engineers and 11,000 environmental scientists employed by
government and indu stry. In both
areas , there are severe shortages
today, ~ d by 1975, 70,000 environmental engineers and 28,000
environmental scientists will be
needed. He particularly stressed
the fact that there is an even
. greater need at the paraprofessional level, with 135,000
workers needed by 1975. Fortunately, some of the junior colleges

ounce glass of tomato juice.
So if you should see someone
lunching on celery sticks in the
NISC cafeteria, don't sit next to
me. Not many do, because I
crunch.

are developing 2-year technical
AA programs which will help .
Even a few 4-year colleges are
developing 4-year programs .
which will very likely be the trend
in future. He stated that while
many of today's students verbalize about interest in the environment, there will not be enough
paraprofessionals to supply the
need because not enough young
people are being trained.
Students should further note
that of the number of career information seminars held during the
past year, at least six were specifically organized around the growing area of the so-called allied
health field. Whether the field be
medical technology or medical
record work, physical therapy or
one of the many others, it is obvious that virtually all require
hours in biological and physical
science. Students do not have to
major in these areas, if that idea
turns them off, but they should
realize that one of the fastest
growing fields of employment is
completely shut off for them if
they do not at least have the minimum number of hours of science.
It is a big mistake to wait until
one's senior year to find out what
is needed. Students should ask
their departmental advisors about
qualifications long, long before so
that they do not miss out on desired employment when graduation
looms.

"Earth Week"
This fall , the Ecology Club
would like to have the total College Community put special emphasis, for one week, on "Earth."
The hope to come into focus from
many rlifferent angles on the prm
and cons of Earth's environment
today, past, and future. The Club
feels all groups on campus can
contribute to this effort.
They realize Earth and its enviornment is a 52 weeks a year job,
but feel a major concentration on
a widespread scale would present
new ideas for an benefit many
Northeasterners.
The club is asking representatives at all the clubs to attend the
first meeting of the Earth Week
Committee, next Tuesday, I P.M.
A-110. Plans for the agenda will
be to brainstrom ideas for the
week, to determine the different
areas of involvement, and perhaps
set a couple of possible dates to
look into. They hope to see you
there and thank you in advance for
your c~peration.

NOTHING TO GAIN AND
EVERYTHING TO LOSE
June 12, I 971 marked my first
and a half anniversary of having
joined Weight Watchers International.
DURING

Not being the exemplary
Weight Watcher type, I'm in the
sneak topato chip bracket, I'm
eighteen months older and 43-¾
pounds lighter. That's enough
weight for about seven.babies.
Eighteen months equals seventy-two weeks divided by forty-three pounds determines a better than three-quarter of a pound
loss per week.
My worst week was :when I
gained five pounds. My best week
was when I lost five pounds.
I have thirteen pounds to go to
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attain my Weight Watcher goal. I
will have shed a total of 56-¾
pounds. And that's no small potatoes . In fact, that's no potatoes.
All good, faithful, fat:free
Weight Watchers are guided by
ten rules and regulations. These
are not unlike the Ten Commandments. Number one reads, "Each
Weight Watcher must attend sixteen consecutive weeks and lose
at least ten pounds to be eligible
for an award."
In the first sixteen weeks, I lost
nineteen pounds. But I didn't feel
like waiting through the whole
meeting to be paraded up in front
of everybody to be rewarded with
my gold W/W pin. Someone else
collected it which just goes to
show that one man's loss is another man's gain.
The exact month escapes me,
but sometime along in my regime,
the price of each Weight Watcher
meeting went up to $3.00 a week.
So I wrote to Dick Cooper, the
Chicago area Weight Watcher
president, explaining what a loss I
wat at. I was granted one of the

by Marnie Fournier
first Weight Watcher scholarships
in existence.
Probably the hardest parts of
the W/W diet are the following : 1)
the skim milk ; 2) the fish and 3)
the liver which we disguise by
calling "velvet steak" at our
house . At least, I found these
three requirements to be the most
demanding. The skim milk is for
the complexion. The fish intake
has been reduced . I never did find
out what the third portion does for
you, other than give you a liver
quiver.
NO SMALL LOSS
Date undetermined
AFTER

Classroom building goes up

Help
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NISC Community Service in action

1111~

Three nights a week-sometimes four-Alicia and
Rene Maldonado take only a few minutes for dinner
after their hard 10-hour day at the factory. Then they
gather their two children and walk four blocks to a
tiny storefront on crowded North A venue, a street
that begins at Lake Michigan's posh high rises, becomes poor and black, and then threads through the
densest Spanish-speaking community in Chicago.
Even with the handpainted red lettering across its
window, the little sto refront can easily be passed
unnoticed . But to the Maldonados and many other
neighbo rhood fa milies, it is one of the most important ·
bu ildings on the street. Its red letters read , " Aqui
Estoy" - " Here I am" - and here the Maldonado
family learns English.
Li ke the Maldonados, most of the students are
between 20 and 30 years old and recently arrived
from Puerto Rico, Mexico, or Central America.
T hey work in fac tories and live a short distance fro m
Aqui Estoy which most learned about fro m a friend
or relative. Bu t why, after standi ng through eight or
IO hours a day operati ng a pu nch press, do they give
up three or four nights a week to come to the center?
Rene Maldonado answers for all the Aqui Estoy
people when he says simply , "I am learning English
for my future, for my job, to better my family ."
When asked for their explanation of the center's
success, Rosa Hernandez, Aqui Estoy's fiery
23-year-old director, and her staff look around at the
crowded tables, the people who sit on chairs against
the walls and on the floor, the chi ldren brought by
their parents. "Somehow we must be differe nt," they
say.
And somehow they are differe nt. For one thing, though it is English that is bei ng taught, much of the
exchange and chatter is in Spanish. "We don't insist
on speaking English all the time," says Rosa. "English is an aid; it'll make life si mpler. But we're not
degrading Spanish in any way. All our teachers but
one are bilingual."

Then there is the relaxed, casual atmosphere: Sylvia Rodriguez, a Mexican-Am.erican, teaches a group
of 50 beginners in a room where the paint is peeling
and the pipes are in full display. She laughs with her
class when one of the men takes the role of "Mrs.
Jones" in a two-way dialogue. Or she merely smiles
and turns over a mimeographed answer sheet when
she sees a young woman peek at it duri ng an info rmal
exam. If someone misses a class, he receives a note
with the assignment. When he comes back, a volunteer will help him catch up. And tardiness is casually
dismi ssed. "We let the students be late," says Sylvia.
"We understand the culture, so we're not going to
say, 'How dare you.'"
Another center characteristic is the emphasis on
the entire family. "The family that studies together is
like the family that prays together" is an Aqui Estoy
tenet. Parents are encouraged to bring their children.
While there isn't room for babysitting, a bilingual
volu nteer, pretty and fresh from Puerto Rico, works
with chi ld ren and teenagers.
"That's why when one student leaves, there are
usually five relatives to take hi~ place," says Rosa,
smiling. "Despite our lack,,ofspace, we have to take
them. We can't have a.family war on our hands. "
This family togetherness is carried over into exposing the students to their new American culture.
The Aqui Estoy staff believes that the family who
learns English should also learn about the place
where they live. Once a month , teachers and volunteers accompany the learners on bus trips around the
city to visit Chicago's "Loop," City Hall, leading
department stores, the zoo, Chinatown, a welfare
office, a police or fire station.
" Here I am," says Rosa, "a Puerto Rican in the
middle of big Chicago. If I do n't learn English, I'm
going to miss so much of what goes on around me.
But I'm practical. I believe anyone who lives here
should know the city and its culture ."
Rosa's practicality and dedication to her people
helped bring Aqui Estoy into existence. She gradu- ·
ated fro m a high school located only four blocks from
where the center now stands, and then enrolled at

Northeastern Illinois State College in a white middle
class neighborhood on Chicago's North Side. Once a
teacher's college, Northeastern still graduates more
than 50 percent of its students as teachers. In recent
years, the college has moved beyond its campus an?
has assumed responsibility for the education of minority children. But Rosa boasts that she was not
recruited. "I fot1nd out about Northeastern on my
own," she says.
While Rosa was at Northeastern, she tutored
people of Spanish backgrounds in the churches of ~er
home community. Seeing the need for an English
language center, she asked Rose Brandzel, the college's community service coordinator, to help her get
one. Elba Rivera and Sylvia Rodriguez, other Northeastern students from the community, offered to
teach.
The college obtained U.S. Office of Education
fund s under title I of the Higher Education Act
through the Illinois Board of H igher Education and
located the English language project in an urban
progress center in September 1968. Rosa, however,
wasn't satisfied; she wanted Aqui Estoy to have its
own storefront.
In March 1969, with donated furniture and equip-

ment, the center opened on North Avenue. "Here
we do what we want," says Rosa. "We paint it, we
clean it, and we mess it up. It is ours." By ours, Rosa
makes it clear that she means " my people-the
people who come here."
The monthly schedule of who cleans up the storefront also makes it clear who Ro'sa means by "ours."
It may be a teacher, a student, a volunteer, o r Rosa
herself. " Ours" also suggests that the 90 students,
the five teachers, and the director do not differ in
purpose. To teach and learn English is the promise
that Aqui Estoy's teachers and students have made
to one another: For all of them the center means hard
work and personal sacrific1,.
Rosa is completing her masters thesis in inner-city
educ a tion at Northeastern, and is a counselor-analyst at the YM CA's downtown community
college. She is also a part-time fac ulty member at
Northeastern, and puts in five nights a week at the
center where the never-end ing search for materials
and books adds to the constant weight of her job.
Rosa's assumption of the leadership at Aqui Estoy
is , in effect, an application of the third part of Northeastern Illinois State College's threefold community
service philos9phy:

r
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By ALICE GABER

■

To help students get into the college through
special recruitment and supportive measures.
■ To give these students the opportunity to earn
money supplied by Federal Work-Study fund s by
working within their own communities.
■ To encourage students to return to their communitie~ as professionals.

"A public college in an urban setting has a responsibility to the community beyond its own service,"
says Mrs. Brandzel. " We wanted to do something
about the education of minority groups - both in the
commu nity and at the college. As a student becomes
· a professional, he has the responsibility to recruit and
prepare more students from the community for higher education. This should be a continu ally flowing
process."
The "process" meant Rosa's taking over the directorship of Aqui Estoy . " I got out as director as soon
as Rosa was ready," says Mrs. Brandzel, who is now
center consultant and works toward opening other
field centers. "We want a community-run center with
as little visible participation from Northeastern as
possible." N onetheless, the facilities and services of
all departments of Northeastern are made available
to the staff of A qui Es toy .
As director of Aq ui Estoy, Rosa misses the personal contact with her people that comes from teaching. " I hope to teach a class soon," she says. "Perhaps Latin American hi story or literature. I want to
give my people a feeling of our culture ."
Mrs. Brandzel, who still takes a substantial part in
the center's planning, secretly wishes the school
hadn't expanded so quickly beyond the limits of its
four small rooms and funds; it went from 15 to 90
students in a period of a year and is still growing.
Ideally, Aqui Estoy would have a student-teacher
ratio of 15 to one. As it is. the classrooms with more
than 30 students crowde into limited space and
lacking adequate materials, ~ severe h'andicaps.
Furthermore, Aqui Esto~ ., classroom technique
isn't anything extraordinary. For example, Sylvia
aska a beginner to tell his classmates in English his
name, his phone number, and where he lives. Or, in
unison, 50 students will repeat the days of the week,
the months of the year, and so on.
Still, Rosa is positive about the classroom results .
"I see students making progress every night," she
says. "It's a combination of a student's commitment
and our modifying what we learned in school to his
particular situation."
"When you teach in an elementary school, you see
growth only after a long period of time," says Josephine Nocula, an English teacher at the center who
speaks no Spanish but who adopted the Spanish
culture when she was growing up in the community.
"Here I can see progress immediately. This gives me
great satisfaction."
Special attention is given to the individual student.
At bimonthly meetings, the teachers discuss individual s. " If a student is doing well, we move him from
Sylvia's beginning class to Elba's intermediate class.
If he isn't progressing well , we'll move him back."
Then Rosa adds, " Always with his understanding
and consent, of course."
Fortunately, the center has attracted a multitude of
volunteers . They come from Northeastern, YMCA
College, and Concordia Teacher's College, eager to
find out what teaching is really like. The volunteers
offer special help to anyone who needs it.
Students must come to class three nights a
week-Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Here emphasis is on repetition and discussion. On Tuesdays
and Thursdays, language tape equipment and volunteers are available for intensive work. Through Mrs.
Brandzel's efforts, the center obtained two portable
language labs, and many students take advantage of
this.
Reading specialist Joy Panko sees each class for
an hour a week and spends the rest of her time
working on individual problems. She concentrates on
reading comprehension and pronunciation. "This

gives the students more confidence when they
speak," she explains.
When a student completes one level of study, he
"graduates." And those students who have not made
significant progress, receive certificates for attendance. Last June, the Maldonado family were part of
the graduating class. Pictures and a story appeared in
a local Spanish newspaper, and the Maldonados
proudly sent copies home to their families in Guatemala and El Salvador.
Rosa explains that graduation and the certificates
give students a sense of satisfaction and accomplishment and renew support in their effort to learn
English . She feels that Aqui Estoy succeeds because
it embodies the educational needs, culture, and goals
of its students and refrains from forcing upon them a
preconceived way of life. It is run by people who are
part of the community. There is no absentee bureaucracy directing the school.
"I learned the theory of teaching in a white middle
class institution, and I was taught to teach in a sterile
high school classroom. Now, here I am, in a tiny,
crowded storefront, teaching adults," says Rosa.
"But by going to school in the city, and continuing to
work and live in my community, I stayed close to my
people , so the transition from my college to their
storefront wasn't difficult. We get on the same bu s.
We share the same problems. Since I am part of my
students' environment, it is easy to fit the school to
this environment."
Rosa, too, is a firm believer in Mrs. Brandzel's
"co.ntinually flowing process" -from the community

to the college and back to the community. She counsels students on the availability of a college education, and encourages them to apply to Northeastern
and other local colleges.
Aqui Estoy's high school equivalency class, which
now has IO students, enables students to catch up on
their high school work and then go on to better jobs
or to co!lege. In line with the philosophy that relates
the college to the community, Mrs . Brandzel arranged for these. students to study on Northeastern' s
campus. " Thi s will help them make the transition to a
college setting," she says.
Stressing the need to increase the upward mobility
of Spanish background students, Mrs. Brandzel
worked with leaders of the Spanish-speaking community to change "<l policy that forced students to
take the high school equivalency test in English. This
year the students will be able to take it in Spanish.
Two students who recently passed the exam are
now at local colleges studying to become teachers; a
woman who was a teacher in her native Mexico is
now a teacher's aide .
The hope is always that the people will come back
to their community as professional s. To do thi s, Rosa
believes they must not go too far away .
" If they went away to school, they would become
isolated and lose touch with the commu nity. By
staying in the city, they can ap ply what they learn to
the people they eventually might serve. I know. Aqui
Estoy. Here I am-and here I stay."
■
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Print statement of publication policy
Since PRINT's conception in March of 68 there has been five
editors and numerou s transistions in staff, but PRINT has fo rmulated
some consistant policy over that time .
The N ortheastern PRINT being funded by student monies is responsible to the.student body within the limits of freed om of the press.
O ve r the last fo ur years the PRINT has developed a policy regarding
the publication of submitted matter fro m the College Community. That
policy was verbalized last year to the Stude nt Fees Allocations Committee. It is spec ificall y that PRINT will publish all student views
throug h the vehicle of Forum (letters to the editor) and guest editorial
space.
.
PR INT has followed this policy. Withi n the last four years it has not
turned down a piece of copy (to our knowledge) for any other reason
than space limitations. It does not censor letters or abridge them .
PRINT has recognized that it cannot cover completely all club news
on campu s and has asked clubs and organizations to submit copy to
them for publication or rewrite. These too are printed subject only to
space limitations.
lt must be remembered that PRINT serves as a journalistic labratory
for a!! the people involved in its publication. This e_cl11catio na l fu nctio n
cannot be lost. As our writers learn their trade they will make mistakes
which is the way to developing their writing ski ll s. We set up an
organization which does not restrict the individ ual writer (whether staff
or no n-staff)
Free speec h is abrasive . It offends people who do not agree with the
speaker, in this case writer. F reedom of the press mu st be protected,
but being founded by student names (tec hnicall y state fund s as soon as
paid to the school) the PRINT has certai n legal limits. They are :
I) The advocac y of criminal activ ity, and
2) libel - un true damaging, falsehood
We do not intend to ove rstep those limits.
The newspaper then is made up of four segments which serve the
College Community
· I) Forum of opinion fro m others - this includes letters to the editor
(forum) and the guest editorial space.
2) N ews events - covered by staff members or submitted and
printed from others. Done objectively .
3) Features - interesting expansions on people, programs and
events.
4) Staff editorial s - the opinion of the staff as expressed in
editorial s.
This is our revised summer staff box since most of our regular staff has
gone underground and w ill emerge till the fal l. The Northeastern Print is a
student publication of Northeastern Il li nois State · College, 5500 N. St. .
Louis, Chicago, Illinois, 60625. Opinions expressed within do not necessarily reflect those of the administration .

.,..
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DEADLINE FOR ARTICLES OR ANNOUNCEMENTS IS 2:15 P.M. on MONDAYS. ARTICLES MUST BE
TYPED AND PLACED IN THE COPY DRAWER BY THAT TIME TO MAKE THE NEXT ISSUE.
PRINT OFFICE E-214

northeastern print

PRINT OFFICE E214
JU3-4050, Ext. 270 or 577

STAFF
Marnie Fournier
Linda lmmerglu ck
Brian Kil mn ick
Bob Logan
Renate Marquis
Janey McGann
Dean Strassburger
Dave Green , ed itor

.,_ nJ

Glen Jurmann , managing editor
Nancy Streske, business manager
Jack Challem , photography editor
Eugene Barnes, Hujambo Rafiki
Del Breckenfeld, del
Jim Martin , Cinema
Scott Roudebush, essence
Ely M. Liebow, Faculty Advisor

"Freedom of con scien ce, of e du c ation, of speech, of
asse mbly are amo ng the very fundam e nta ls of democ rac y and all of the m would b e nullifie d sho uld
fr eedom of the pre ss e v e r be suc c e ssfull y c halle nge d. "
-Franklin D. Rooseve U

Help Wanted!

'_;.- , -.,

....

.. . ·- •..''·:.'.:•:-..~.::·:i, ..:_·::-:,•~~::;#.

.

"copyright(c) 1971 ,Chicago Sun-Times.
Reproduced by courtesy of Wil-Jo Associates, Inc. and Bill Mauldin."

For a number of issues PRINT
has run an ad stating "PRINT
NEEDS WRITERS E-2 14". Several People have responded by
coming to the PRINT office with
ideas for a pilot column reflecting
the writers personal outlook on
Ii f e . Unfortunately, al though
PRINT seeks opinion and personalities, our need does not lie in that
area. PRINT needs writers, but
specifically reporters.
PRINT is a newspaper, and not
a magazine, but there seem to be
very few people who want to report the news, few people who
wan t to sit throug h drawn out
committee meetings though they
have a direct bear ing on life at
NISC. We find it impossible to
cover everything that happens
duri ng ac tivity hour on T uesdays
and Thursdays simply because one
person cannot be in three different
places at one time.
In short, PRINT is seeking
people who are willing to cover
the routine, often humdrum and
sometimes terribly important
events that take place on this
campus as well as fill the mo re exciting and prestigous positions. So
if you're looking for a chance to
gai n practical journalistic experience and at the same time help
keep the campus commu nity
abreast of No rtheastern affairs,
please co me up to Room E-21 4
and let us know that you're available. WE NEED YOU.

forum II
Library Director
lauds Senate
To the Editor of the Print:
I had a very refreshing and instructive experience last week
(Thursday, June 3). Three members of the Student Senate, Pat
Szymczak, C hris Eirich, and Jim
Cunneen, came to my office to discuss the pissibility of library hours
on Sunday. Theirs was a problem
of concern to all students. They
came with constructive ideas,
asked intelligent questions, and
listened to the answers . They did
their homework.
I hope the College can do as
much for these students as they do
to brighten the name of Northeastern.
Seymour Schneider
Director of the Library

Suggestion To Cafe
W e i g h t conscious people
should be catered to in the NISC
kitchen . W hy aren't there eggs
available in the morning? Why
isn't there larger.selection of vegetables? Why aren't grapefruit
more in supply? Let's give the
weight watcher a break.

/r
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school, among other things. Like life .
High school was probably best described as a glorified version of the •
same thing, though it represented a world of difference to us. Still, there 1
it all started on a grand scale -from the mandatory courses, ineffectual ·
counseling and time dishonored teaching methods to the individual
restrictions on dress and "behaviour" - high school was educationally a
drought in my life .
College, another imposed level in the hierarchal, educational structure, has only seemed to bring on more complex variations of the same,
basic educational problems. Many contemporary college classes , for
instance, bear phenomenal rese mblance to high school - the four walls
syndrome, the nice little desks in rows, the lectures, the close-mouthed
lri 1949, when the American car buyer
hod his choice of cars like the De Soto, the Hudson
kids - the whole bit. But why?
or the Studebaker, two intrepid souls bought Volkswagens.
The old , forced curricu lum is still there, the same impersonal and
It turns out they were mo re farsighted than foolhardy .
Because today there aren't many De Sotos, Hudsons
even erroneous cou nseling, and Oh, God, the suppression of creativity
or Studebokers around .
8lJ t there ore quite a few Volkswagens. More than
I see taking place every day in too many of these little classroo1T1s. Talk
three and o half million al lost count .
about lack of interest, student apathy toward classes ... while MQTISeldom hos so lillle come so for .
V ATION is being crammed into heads, into the heads of many
prospective teac hers, MOTIVATION is not there itself-in classes, ·
anyway, if in the course at all. And the students can't be entirely to
blame. Not after passing through the System I've just described-the
System that John Holt decries, but is apparently not heard; that
Charles Si lberman attac ks, but isn't taken seriously; that Jo hn Dewey
defined as too traditional , but didn't live to really see much change.
Sickeningly, as if in an establishment for trained seals, the restrained
Open Eves .
individuali sm reaches new heights. To have found myself in the past
Closed Sun . @
•
and to find myself now ensnared, along with others, in a graded system ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - ---:-~_
where one false move can make the difference between two grades, or
even failure in , ultimately , society's eyes, is to witnes" that Almighty
Grade dangled out in front of the student like a carrot in front of an ass
to make it go . The danglee does what the dangler wants, no complaints,
'
for that choice prize. But it's a well-known fact that asses do kick back .

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

I sit in front of the typewriter and think about what education shou ld
be, and I wonder what I can do to change it. And then I regress to the
past and consider what it has and has not been in my life ; suddenly I
realize that consideration of the future cannot take place, always,
without consideration of the past. It will not necessarily work in the
case of education to optimistically plan for the future without objectively honoring the lessons of the past. Yet at times, even the idealistic
concept of objectively must give way to the truth of subjectivity-Jhe
emotional truth .
What it ultimately comes to is that I cannot conscientiously continue
down thi s same path of education, blindly, thinking of great, idealistic
changes, while at the same time operating on the frustration level that I
have been concerning education itself, in the past. Which brings me
around to the present.
_
Now, to clarify, right away , I refer to the "progressive" side -or lack
of it-of education. I feel surrounded in all areas by dead ends when I
attempt to see progressive education* as relating to myself- my own
personal involvement as both a student and a prospective teac her. Not
only have I witnessed a conspicuous lack of progressivism in the
System which I have just come through , but also, as I look ahead to
teaching in a progressive school, either I find waiting lists a mile long,
salaries impossibly low to live on with a family (of theoretically four or
less) or both .
So it has become evident to me that I must take this opportunity to
pull up to a stop and say "Wait a minute. " And , iristead of once again
adding my own expostulations to the vast conundrum on what education (and any form thereof) should be, I must figure out -after recentl y
having a term of what Dewey and Whitehead and Holt and even Plato
had to say -O.K., So what? What has it gotten us?
Certai nl y, were I to be writing thi s as a class paper it would sound
risky, hypothetically, and I quickly realize why : because for too long
I've been writing and studying too much "for teacher", and not enough,
if at al l, for self. Premium always seems to be placed on instructor-oriented material, with the dime-a-dozen connotation attached to
the important and completely relevant inner thoughts, feeling s and
frustrations of the student. Of course, just arbitrarily sitting down and
penning a treatise on a completely biased and nonfactual opinion would
be to,-pefeat the purpose of independent thought for myself and all
students . Therefore, I shall attemp t to be factual, while yet remaining
necessarily subjective in mood , as I trace my present educational
dilemma back to the first time I had to eat cookies and milk and sleep
on a rug before I could go home - Kindergarten , Seattle, 19 51 .
While back among the annals of my educational past, I'll introduce
my dogmatic, parochial grammar school. I fond ly reflect on its old
ball-and-chain method in the context that, had they had them, they
probably would have used them to keep us in our seats, absolutely
silent. However, we just as effectively were ball-and-chained to our
desks under the verbal rule of the Supreme Religious Instructor, who
backed up his orders with a black strap and threats of an excrutiating
hell. This was effectively utilized to completely inhibit all talking and
moving; but we learned those multiplication tables -those of us who
weren't flunked for our equivalent of stupidity, that is. This equ ivalent
of the system really did wonders for helping to prepare us for high

MALE AND FEMALE
MINIMUM AGE 18

CHECKER TAXI
NOW HIRING
FOR SUMMER

6035 N. BROADWAY
BR 5 3500

·· All right, I haven't proven a damn thing in writing this; but, I didn't
set out to prove something-instead, to question it. Like John Holt, I
agree that "the mean-spirited and bureaucratic way in ~hich the
university deals with its own students" exists, and I oppose "the
classes, the assignment, the tests, the threats, the grading, the invidious
comparisons, the setting of student aga-i nst student, the treating of
knowledge and skill like some salable commodity . ... " But where has
John Holt's saying that gotten him, at least in the contemporary college
scene? And, likewise, where will it get me, if all I do is say it?
I guess that's what bothers me most about the whole thing- the here
and now. What really concerns us, hits home to the college administrator and faculty member? Volumes can be written on anything, but if
the theory is not practiced , then it's not worth the preciou s paper that
it's printed on.
This is certainly not to say that all classes, all instructors, all
programs are guilty of what Dewey called the "traditional scheme."
And , happily I see that progressive schools are struggling more and
more to get a foothold in the Establishment of traditional education.
Yet, the process is so slow, and so little seems to affect the college,
itself, the university where, strangely enough , these ideas are so often
born .
Too, I have experienced courses· of the creative writing, advanced
rhetoric and philosophy type, and even an education course itself, to
know that such non-oppressive attempts exist. I even recently, unbelievably, participated in a physical education course that encompassed
one of the most intelligent outlooks toward such a course - any
course - that I have ever seen. And others, too, tell me they witness the
occasional phenomenon of attempted freer, progressive education.
Perhaps Y1ere is still room for grea~ expectat!ons, even for_n:iyself and
others like me who seem caught m the middle of trad1t1onal and
progressive ed ucation. But not until ideas like "University Without
Walls" and "independent study" and "Experimental College" and just
plain open attitudes toward education become wide-spread knowledge
to all students, and become interactive, working ideas among students,
faculty, administration, and anyone in need of them; not until oppressivistic, dogmatic "teaching" methods give way to meaningful learning
experiences, do I see a chance to breathe.

print - essence - footnote
*Which to me signifies, at minimum, the advancement away from stifling,
four-walled classrooms; the substitution of subjective learning for objective
force-feeding; practice over theory of intense student participation; and, development of the total being.

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

• WORK DAYS OR NIGHTS

APPLY NOW-START WORK IMMEDIATELY
OR AT THE END OF THE SEMESTER
Just telephone _CA 5-6692 or
Apply in person at 120 E. 18th St.

• NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY-WE WILL TRAIN
• EARN $150 TO $200 PER WEEK

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAILY

VISIT OR CALL
,r

MR. HARRIS
845 WASHINGTON
8:00 to 4:30 DAILY

CALL

8:00 to 11 :00 SAT.

421-1314

'

See
Charlie
Barber
ext. 491.
for details

Print
Needs
Writers
See
Story
on
Page6

DRIVE A YELLOW

• WORK FULL OR PART TIME
• DETERMINE YOUR OWN DAYS OFF

Staumtiche
Tues. at
Four
at
Marie's

DRIVE A YELLOW
DAY,-NIGHT or WEEKENDS

. Work from garage near home or school

Dave&
Janey

Thank
everyone
involved
•
1n
July 3rd
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C inema
James
Martin

Twice a year, once during the Christmas Season and again during the
4th of July holidays, we are treated to a surfeit of new film releases.
We're about to enter into the latter cornucopia on celluloid, and as
the new films prepare to move in, those currently showing begin their
July 4th shuffle. ·
ABC Theatres has moved Ryan's Daughter and Little Big Man to
neighborhood theaters after ' moderate runs downtown, while the
phenominal Woodstock slips back into the Michael Todd Theatre for a
short run.
At the same time, the Robert Wise production of Michael Crichton's
best-selling sci-fi novel The Andromeda Strain, moves from the Todd to
the Esquire and selected theaters around town.
Summer of '42 an excellent film by Robert Mulligan about youth's
emergance to manhood still hangs on at the United Artist's downtown,
but only until June 30.
Woody Allen's zany, brilliant comedy, Bananas, a film which delivers
a near-fatal blow to human dignity, is playing in neighborhood theaters.
In most instances it is playing with Arthur Penn's Alices's Restaurant-a double bill to good to pass up.
Love Story, after its incredible run at the Chicago Theatre will move
into 17 outlying theaters tomorrow, and predictions are . that it will
repeat the success it had downtown.
Escape From the Planet of the Apes, third in a series, wrapped up its
run at the State Lake Theatre yesterday to make way for Arthur
Hiller's film of the Neil Simon play, Plaza Suite. Look for "Apes" to hit
the neighborhood theaters before too long.
A film which I think was grossly underrated when ir opened originally several months ago, and which you might be lucky enough to find
playing a theatre near you , is Soldier Blue. Candice Bergen is becoming
a better actress with each outing, and if the violence of the last scene
does not chase you away too soon, you will stay to hear the audience
cheering for the Indians in this "tell it like it is" drama.
Meanwhile, as the Realism trend continues, Sweet Sweetback, a film
by ex-patriate Melvin Van Peebles proceeds with its very good run at
the Oriental, pulling in predominantly black audiences. Studios have
recently discovered this whole new audience and believe they have
found a good thing . . . for their pocketbooks. Moving into the
Roosevelt Theater tomorrow, is another film which will cater largely to
the black audience, (tho not entirely), Shaft. This is the story of a tough
black privateeye who runs into his share of trouble in New York City.
ALSO ON TAP: Look for the opening of Mike Nichol's first film since
the di sappointing Catch-22, Carnal Knowledge. Reports from New
York are that this new film, which replaces Summer of '42 at the United
Artists June 30, is excellent. Jack Nicholson, Candice Bergen (who
evidently has decided to be an actress afterall), Art Garunkel, and
Ann-Margret star in the Jules Feiffer-written film.
Ryan O'Neal 's latest film , Wild Rovers, opens tomorrow in several
theaters and hopes are that this Western will capture the Love Story
audience. June 30 (a big opening day for films), the long-awaited
LeMans with Steve McQueen moves in to replace Dr. Phibes, which
has done well, at the Chicago Theater. Look for "Phibes" in your
neighborhood theaters this summer.
National General Pictures will bring Dustin Hoffman's newest, Who
Is Harry Kellerman and Why Is He Saying Those Things About Me?, into
. the Michael Todd tomorrow. Dustin plays a superstarrnusician, and
looks more than a little like Bob Dylan.
Columbia Films latest entry in Chicago is The Anderson Tapes, an
excellent, eerie film about electronic spying on you and me. Sean
.Connery stars in what is a heist film on the surface, and does a good job
in a very different role. Sidney Lumet directs. Following "Tapes"
Columbia will bring in John Frankenheimer's recently completed film
The Horsemen, starring Omar Sharif. ·
FESTIVALS. The Three Penny Cinema and the World Playhouse
continue their Japanese Film Festivals. Try to catch some of these very
different films ... I think you will enjoy.

Jennifer O'Neill gives Gary Grimes his first taste of manhood in "Summer of '42".

BIOLOGY CLUB
Summer Schedule

What goes on. in prison
.

1sacnme.

July 18, Sunday
BAR-B-QUE
July 31, Saturday
BIO CLUB/FACULTY PICNIC
August 15, Sunday
WA RREN DUNES AND WOODS

Details fo r trips
'BIOLOGY CLUB bulletin
board outside B 133 at least one
week prior to trip . Come· and

join us this summer.

There's or:,ly one way to get
a bette~ view of prison life.

AllEN·~•~·iR!:~~::,

M':M Pre-senis ..FORTUNE ANO MEN'S EYES. With WENDELL BURTON · MICHAEL GREER . ZCX>EY HALL
Scteenplay by JOHN HERBERT Based uoon his play . Muse t,yGALT MAC DERMOT

-

-~LESTERPERSKY-L~SM

MGM

·

A

Sfarts Wed.
June 30th
Fielding Mellish (WOODY ALLEN) and Nancy (LOUISE LASSER) become romantically involved
in "Bananas."

WALTER READE THEATRE

lHf ESqUl11!
58 I: . OAt< 8TfltE•T • 337-1117
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Senate meeting minutes
Minutes of the Meeting ofThursday, June 3, 1971
The meeting was called to order at 1: 15 P .M .
Attendance was taken and a quorum was not
reached . ( 15 senators were present).

~&~~

The President signed the Uptown Cultural Center charter.
NewBusin~
All the Senators present filled out Student Ternporary Work Assignment Sheets.
It was requested by the President that we send
two representatives to the Board of Governor's
Meeting in Springfield on June 9 and I 0, 1971 . It
was requested that anyone interested to contact
George.
Two representi:ttives from the Veteran's Club
came and told the Senate about their organization
in hopes that their charter would be signed. The
charter was signed by the President.
The following volunteers were assigned to the
Parking Ticket Review Board:
Jerry Daniel
Ro.e;er Friz
Steve Goldstein
Brian Kilmnick
Greg Kmiec
Eric Koivumaki
They were all requested to give their schedules to
Lt. Flood.
Brian Kilmnick was unanimously elected the
new chairman of the Revision Committee.
It was moved and seconded that tlie meeting be
adjourned. The motion was passed.
The next meeting will be Thursday, June 10,
1971 atl:00P.M.intheGameRoom.
The meeting was adjourned at I :50 P.M .
Respectfully submitted,
Kathy Moore, Secretary
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Every once in awhile, there
comes an excellent album by a
fairly talented group, that for
some reason or another is overlooked by both the record-buying
public and the critics. Currently,
one of the most played LPs on my
steredis "White Trash" (Epic
E305 I 2) by Edgar Winter and the
band of the same name. Although
there hasn't been much print on
the album, it has to be one of the
most all-out powerful records produced this year. Like his famous
brother, Edgar is an albino, but
unlike Johnny he's rrot into strict
Blues. In my opinion Edgar is the
more talented ofth«! Winter duo; a
stronger vocalist, arranger, writer
and multi-instrumentalist. I first
saw him a few years back at the old
Kinetic Playground when he
played electric piano and sax in
Johnny's band. A great perfoi:mer
whose abilities on the aforementioned instruments were never
allowed to reach their full proportions in .Johnny's band. Last year
he released his first solo effort,
"Entrance", a masterpiece of studio arranging and writing. The
problem with this was that the nature of the material made it almost
impossible to perform live without
the studio orchestration. So now

***********************t

with "White Trash" he has an album that.is calibrated for a perfect
live show, the type that Edgar can
best be experienced through.
On this record, Edgar shares the
vocals with Jerry La Croix whose
strong gruff vocal chords are perfect counterpoint to Edgar's soaring voice. "Give It Everything
You Got" opens the LP and features a powerful horn riff backed
by one of the most anamalistic
rhythm sections I've ever heard.
The 7 man group plays it with a
perfect match of melodic and
rhythmic integration resulting in a
surprising fullness for such a unit.
Following this are "Fly Away"
and "Where Would I Be", two big
band type numbers that show the
versitility of the group. But the
most outstanding numbers are the
ones where the band steps back
and lets Winter shine through.
"Dying to Live" is a Lennonesque
play on words with the lyric based
on his life as an albion - "Why
am I dying to live if I'm just living
to dye?" The beautiful melody
and piano make it a real knockout
cut. "Keep Playing That Rock n'
Roll" shows the helplessness
when a musician is forced to give
the people what they want if he
(Contin ued on page ·/ I)

This is to notify you of the new office hours of the Graduate
College for July and August:
JULY AND AUGUST
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Monday through Friday)
The above hours wi ll be effective until the beginning of the Fall
trimester.
·

TERM PAPERS,
THESES,
DISSERTATIONS
Typed
IBM Electric Typewriter

Mrs. Cohen
Evenings and week-ends 338-5242
.., "',~~~~_.,,,..,.......,i,~~,,.,,,,...,."""'~,~Ni

GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitohe, ol Mil/e, 1 Bee, t/.95
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LIGHT OR DARK

CASUAL & cozy
ROARING FIREPLACE

• BARBECUE RIBS & CHICKEN
• BRATWURST & OTHER
"GREAT" CHARCOAL
BROILED ITEMS
■ GREAT

SUNDAY BRUNCH
Steak & Eggs, potatoes, english
muffins, cocktail or juice,
coffee or tea ... only $1.95

• COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS '
• COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

~

• SPORTS ON COLOR T.V.

"Prices For The Student's Budget"

· 2741 W. Howard St. 973-0990

1447 N. Wells 664-2393

• Open from Lunch till 2 A.M. 7 Days a Week• AMPLE FREE PARKING

~~""i""~~,....,,.,.,.~~~.;"".."';,,~,--,.-~~,-t',...,;...,,.~;"!",..., . . , ~ . , . ~ ~ \
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Page 10 Hawn with a good voice.
Bruce Urso divided himself
eight ways to play an equal number of parts. They were Fourth
Drowned , Mr. Pritchard, Utah
Watkins, A Voice, Nogood Boyo,
Willy Nilly, Evans the Death and
By Marnie Fournier
a part in the Childrens' Chorus.
The foyer of the Little Theatre
reggub which was "rising and
In the Childrens' Chorus also
was humming Friday, June 18, raising its blinds."
was Gayle Ellen Wapole . In addiopening night of Dylan Thomas'
The parade of players began. tion she was Third Woman, Lily
"Under Milkwood." In the ticket Thomas Burton portrayed Third
Smalls and Mae Rose Cottage.
office were Susan Griffin, Marge
Drowned, Little Boy Waldo and
Rose Wimsberg played Miss
Brokes and Mel Steinberg. In and
Fisherman. He also acted the Myfanwy Price, Second Neighout of all the activity were David
parts of the characters who boast- bor, Mrs. Willy Nilly and Mrs.
Unumb, director of "Under Milk- ed of having collections as many Organ Morgan.
wood," Bob Lynch, director of people in the play do . Mr. Pugh
The women who had no oblighting, Jay Katzman of the light- collected poison. Mr. Waldo col- vious collections, at least, collecting committee and Mari Riesen, lected women.
ed gossip. Captain Tom Cat colco-stage manager.
Bob Eichenfeld played the .
lected ghosts.
Not unlike the musical fantasy, parts of Second Drowned , Jack
Permitting an interview back"Brigadoon" by Lerner and Black, Ocky Milkman, Rev. Eli stage was John (Sean) Mann, an
Lowe, "Under Milkwood," an in- Jenkins and Old Man. He also Irishman who made many healthy
terpretive drama by Dylan took the part of Organ Morgan contributions to the success of
Thomas, unveils the life of one who collected music .
"Under Milkwood" and left the
town in one day. In the musical
Sherry Firestein only had six audience breaking into laughter at
production, it is the town of Briga- parts to portray. They were Wal- frequent sequences. Sean played
doon. In "Under Milkwood," the do's Mother, Mrs . Utah Watkins, Fifth Drowned, Mrs. Hog Eddramatic presentation, it is the Mary Ann Sailors, Mrs. Beynon,
town of Llareggub.
Bessie Bighead and a part in the
The audience in the Little Childrens' Chorus.
Theatre was hubbubbing to Welsh
Leslie Gray made a ternbackground music awaiting the pestuous entrance as a volperformance. Actors ran through uptuous blonde. But for the rest of
cues. One woman in back asked, the play was quite tame as Mat"Don 't they know we're here? tie's Mother, First Woman, the
Why don't they start?"
sweet, timid, demure Gossamer
Beynon and the strict, stringent,
Built square, black suited, Ken
chignoned Mrs. Pugh.
James, First Voice, answered
Waldo's Wife, Mrs. Dai-Bread
with, " Begin with the beginning in Two and Mrs. Cherry Owen were
town." His eternal soliloquys all played by Marcy Mark.
10:00- 9:00
were forceful, artful and artiRichard K. Oas took the roles
7daysa week
culate. The other actors entered of First Drowned, Mr. Ogmore,
in the rising lights. After the apButcher Beynon, Dai-Bread and a
pearance of Thom Brandolino, small addition in the Childrens'
Second Voice, the various actors'
Chorus. Oas' enactment of Sineffective interplay of characters bad Sailors was one of the many
and roles was evident. Players examples of Dylan Thomas'
nimbly fell from acting one role
beautiful use of language and pointo plaY.ing another.
etry. Thomas' utelization of assonance and alliteration is shown in
When night acquiesed to morning, the characters on stage start- a small way in "Sighs Sinbad Sailors" and "Greaves · to his Guied waking around Captain Cat,
ness ." Sinbad also had a collecThomas Gora. Carolyn Neilson,
tion of drinks in the Sailors Arms.
who played First Neighbor, Third
Leni Raichert played Rosie
Neighbor, Fourth Woman, Mrs.
Probert, Fourth Neighbor, SecOgmore- Pritchard and Mr s.
Dai-Bread One, greeted the day ond Woman, Fifth Woman and a
part in the Childrens' Chorus. She
saying, "Before you let the sun in,
was also Polly Garter who had a
be sure it wipes off its shoes."
Morning was also spotted on Co- . collection of men. Leni's portrayronation Street of the town of Lia- al was reminiscence of a Goldie
PRINT

Review: 'Under Milkwood'

"Some of them include 'The
wards, Preacher, Cherry Owen,
and had a part in the Childrens' Rising of the Moon ' and Gilbert
Chorus. He was also Lord and Sullivan in high school. 'The
Tempest' in college. And an Irish
Cut-Glass who collected clocks.
When questioned about him- play, 'Conn an Shochran' on the
self, "himself' Sean said he was professional stage."
"What plans do you have for
from Belfast and will have been in
America "one year next · Tues- after the close of 'Under Milkday." He was -asked "What's the wood'?"
difference between the Irish
"I will probably be in America
brogue and the Welsh burr?" He
answered, "The pronunciation or for two more years. I intend to go
accent of vowels is almost the on the stage professionally."
The plot of "Under Milksame but the Welsh have a lilt to
them ." "What's the difference be- wood ," the play Sean made so
tween an Irish and American au- authentic, progressed from night
dience?" "This often depends on to morning. And then to afterthe type of play. The Irish are noon, "sunning slow lulling aftermore free to participate in a pan- noon ." And once again back to
tomime or a movie hall show. The night , "heaven of the night. " In
Irish are more willing to let their Rev. Eli Jenkins' Closing prayer,
hair down and have a good time." . the town, Llareggub, is "Under
"What brought you to Amer- Milkwood."
.
?"
,ca.
"Under Milkwood" ends very
"I know people here who in- much like "Brigadoon." The town ·
drowses at dusk, slips into sleep
vited me."
_
"What plays have you acted in at sunset and nods into deep sleep
before 'Under Milkwood'?"
at night.

Head Shop
The Third Rail

water beds
beads
shirts
incense
belts
478-2400
3350 W. Bryn Mawr

THE DEPARTMENT OF SPEECH AND PERFORMING ARTS
AND STAGE PLAYERS PRESENT

NORTHEASTERN
ILLINOIS STATE COLLEGE
JUNE 24,25,26

8: 30 PM

BY DYLAN

THOMAS

LITTLE THEATRE

TICKETS - FREE WITH N.I.S.C. I.D.

AUDITORIUM BOX OFFICE
WEEKDAYS

11:00 A.M. to 2: 00 P. ~1.

MONDAY AND THURSDAYS

6:00 P.M. to

._J
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Hujambo
Rafik-i

...__
...--'

.. from Nigeria . It is believed to symbolice Unity.

June 16 there was dinner honoring those faculty, staff and

administration who have been with

Northeastern for ten years.

Hospital Program Available
to NISC Students
The Hospital Program consists on an experimental basis in 1968.
of combined academic-clinical Presently, a team approach to
coursework for psychology ma- · treatment is employed, there
jors who become involved in an being both an inpatient and an
undergraduate internship program outpatient component. Each conat various mental health facilities sists of a medical director, treatin the Chicago area. Students are ment coordinator, psychiatric
expected to spend a minimum of consultant, psychotherapists,
12 hrs . per week at the hospital or community alcoholism workers,
clinic, and their schedule and ac- and alcoholism counselors in
tivities vary with the student's training. They endeavor to help
abilities and the . institutional the alcoholic to: interrupt his
drinking pattern; develop alterframework.
For example, at Grant Hospital nate methods of coping and crisis
they ~ork in the Alcoholism solving; and return to a "meanTreatment Program, which began ingful life of sobriety . in the

non-alcoholic community." Richard Weedman, Coordinator of the
program, also supervises NISC
Hospital Program students who
choose to work at Grant. They
are instructed in the symptomatology of alcoholism, its phases,
and various treatment modalities,
and are participant observers in
group therapy sessions, workshops, staff meetings, psychiatric
consultations, individual therapy
and intake work.
For further information, see
Dr. Martindale, Cheryl Jones or
Joe Troiani in C-521

NISC Students study in France
Dr . Roger Chartier was
recently appointed to the facult y
of The University of Bordeaux in
France. He will be teaching in the
doctoral program.
Four Northeastern graduate
students under the tutelage of Dr.
Chartier have decided to accompany him to France and receive
their Doctor' s degree. Although

they will provide their own funds . viromental sciences (except asfor room and hoard, their entire, tronomy) can be accepted . They
fees , etc. is limited to $61.00 for must have graduate standing. Stuone year.
dents with Bachelors Degree can
Any student who is qualified be accepted towards an M.S. Deand wishes to work towards a gree.
doctorate under the guidance of
They would be working for
Dr. Chartier should contact him their degree at the University of
at A V6-2655 as soon as possible. Bordeaux which has a . staff of
Only students in geography, en- ninety members.

Black Studies -Charles Mosely, chairman of the African Association
of Black American Studies Directors (AABS) Friday May 21 71,
proposed the development of a model black studies program. The
Conference which was held at Southern Illinois University, issued
forth an aspect of the model program would be the development of a
Black Merit ACADEMY. This Academy would reflect outstanding
black students, teachers and community workers would be recognized
and rewarded. "The model black studies program," he said, "would
work toward a unification of all Black Student Unions throughout the
Midwest." The agenda of the conference consisted of our own warm
but strong faculty member, William Speller who spoke on "Liberation
through Pan-Africanism." A presentation on Black Studies in Illinois
by Jake Jennings, followed . There were Committee workshops, the
Black Merit Academy workshops and the Directory and Curriculum
Committee workshops. After the close of the conference in Attucks
Park, was held a Black Arts Festival.
History Department-Dr, Tillman, a petite and black instructor of
Afram History, has had, periodically, Black guests who spoke on
varying dimensions of Blackness. The author of Black- Power Gary
Style, Mr. Poindexter, an avid writer,•,ilso writer for Ebony Magazine.
He gave his account of Black people in politics today. His book is one
that should be on your Black Library shelf.
·
The Spook Who Sat By The Door, by author Sam Greenlee, concerns
itself, among other features, with the blacks' revolution. He wrote this
book while abroad in Europe. He spoke of the hassel in getting
published if you are black and never have been published before. Mr.
Greenlee also spoke of getting his first book published which is entitled
Bagdad Blues. His latest endeavor is a work by him entitled Blues For
An African Princess. He said, "the year of the Black writer is a farce,
due to the racist status quo." In length, when one looks at the number
of black writers who are not being published compared with the few
who are, you know the writing market has not truly opened up to black
writer as a whole. Executive editor of Jet magazine indicated that when
the establishment feels threatened they start, banning and censoring
when a manuscript tries to get published in their medium of communication. He also spoke of how the white producers of various products
acquire black models to advertise their products to the Black community. Mr. Emmett L. Jones of Research and Evaluation, Olive-Harvey
College, Chicago, Illinois, presented Dr. Benjamins S. Bloom's Theory
of Mastery learning. Mr. Jones cited the fact that by using this theory
some ninety percent of the students can achieve mastery of the subject
matter and receive a grade "A". Some of the sugges_ted readings are:
1. Block, J. H., Mastery Learning: Theory and Practice, New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, Inc., 1971.
2. Bloom, B. S., "Learning for Mastery." University of California
Evaluation Comment, 1968 1 (2).
3. Carroll, J., "A Model of School Learning." Teachers College
Record, 64: 723-33, 1963.
All of these speakers had an agenda which many of you brothers and
sisters would have relished. Do not let yourself miss the next guest of
the History Department.
Historic Term- The word S LAV E as cited by J. A. Rogers, in his
book about 100 Facts About The Negro was a term applied first to white
convicts who were imported to North America prior to 1661. Free
Negroes at that time, as few as they were , could buy white convicts for
"servants", As J. A. Rogers indicated, about 1661, Negroes were
called slaves as were white imported convicts.
Black Won't Ads-Any one desiring the companion ship .of a male
and female gerbil for a pet. please see gene barnes as soon as possible. a
cage is included . this little animel resembles a hamster, only with a tail.
the pair are one year old. They will be given free to a person who will
not abuse them.
·
B rap'n wid u n da nex two weeks. Kwa heri now.

Curriculum council
backlog eliminated
Since the last PRINT article on
the Curriculum Council's backlog
crisis (March 11, 1971) the problem has been alleviated. The
Council, meeting in two marathon
sessions completely covered that
backlog of undergraduate «:urriculum changes that dated back
as far as one year . In the first session the committee approved ap-

del
Last Tuesday, June 16, folksinger, Tom Paxton was warmly
received by a full N.I.S.C. auditorium

wants to make it. Edgar gives deference to brother Johnny and its no
surprise that the lead work is done
by Rick .Derringer, a guitarist
from his band. "Good Moring
Music" ends the album and is a
nice dedication to Edgar's own

proximately 60 course additions,
45 changes and seven deletions. At
the second session approximately
32 new courses were approved
along with more than 20 course
changes and five deletions. As a
result of the two marathon-length
sessions the Council is now able to
handle business at a somewhat
normal pace.

(Continued from Page 9)

life style. The overall quality of the
LP is astounding, but I must admit
that it would -have caused more of
a stir amoung the progressive listeners and writers if it had been
released about a year earlier.
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all sports
ALL SPORTS
by BR IAN KILMNI C K, Sports Editor
T R IV I A, if yo u can call it that.
With the coming of summer, anothe r sport has
resumed play. This sport bei ng PO LO. Yes, Virgi nia, the polo season is bac k agai n. But, where can I
see a polo game? Well , I'm glad yo u as ked . You can
see a polo game at the Oakbrook Sports Core, every
Sunday afternoon. T his ma kes a pleasant afternoon's
ente rtainment, and it is inexpe nsive. If any pe rson is
interested in more information, stop by the Pri nt
Office, and I will be glad to lecture a few thousand
choice words on one of my favo rite sports, PO LO.
ANY HORSE RA C IN G FA N S O U T ;f H ERE!
If you are a Harness Rac ing fa n, in particular, go
out to Sportsman's Park Satu rday night and watch
the $64,000 American National Maturity Trot , for
four year old trotters raci ng at one mile. The re is one
of my favorite ho rses trotting in thi s race, my namesake, KEYSTO NE BRI AN . He doesn't rate much
of a chance to win, but if you are there and are not
betting on the race, do me a favor and roo t for
KEYSTONE BRI AN. I will be!
I hope all of you pessimists are observing the way

my ASTORS have been playing. Speaking of Baseball , I wi sh all of you softball players the best of luck
in yo ur respective leagues. I know that there is a
team in the C larendon Park, Saturday night league,
named the Executioners, and that they are going to
win that league hand s down . As a matter of fact, in
order fo r that team to ·win their league, the other
teams are going to have to pl ay with their hand s
do wn . One consolation point, I heard that they have
a very sexy second baseman. Further infor matio n
next wee k.
I told yo u thi s column was full of T RIVI A! N ow,
was I right ?
I have it on good authorit y that the Italian Club is
sponsoring a Soccer team. Good Luck!
For some of yo u the Summer vacation is ju st
beginning fo r others it is ending. For some of yo u I
bid G ood-B ye until September, fo r others G ood-Bye
for two wee ks. For Janey, Good Luck, for Dave,
co ngratulations !!
For everybody have a great or shou ld I say
G REAT SUMME R, and I hope to see you soon or
at least in September!
P EA C E ...... .

FOLK - CLASSIC - ELECTRIC
100's OF NEW & USED GUI T ARS

.

Marti n, Gu il d , Gibson
Fender. Garcia
Brass lnst.'s, Fl utes,.,.
Vio li ns , Recorders
Song Books
Lessons - Expert Repairs
We Buy & Trade
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

Wilt ~nunh Jnst
1322 Chicago Avenue Evanston

866-6866

Cub tickets pl us a bus
ride for July 20th
game vs. Mets. Validated student 1.D.
card-$2.00
$4.25
for other fol ks.

*******
Bus wi 11 leave at 12:30
from parking lot.

free classifieds
Room ond board $90 per month. 5424
N. Christiano. 267•5784 evenings.
Bulletin: The Student Senate hos voted
Lynn Ross as "the girl best to caucus
with."
Versatile guitar and

percussion

act.

" DAVE&BARRY" . Perform popular, folk,
country.western, and all time favorites.
Experienced

entertainers.

Reasonable

rotes . 262.9497.

What con be done about the washroom
& Classrooms? I mode o tour of the college and they look like o Rojlrood Station. The only ones that ore clean ore
the annex buildings and the Health
rooms. What is the matter with Mr.
Turner? Can ' t he check on his men.
For Sole: Bookself speaker system. Con sists of two walnut veneer 21-2 cu. ft .
12 in. speaker inclosures. Dimensions:
Approx . 241-2 X 14 X 13. Speakers ore
JML LEl 2C two way coaxial, with
crossover ot 2500 hHz. Frequency ronge
45-20,000 Hz, power capacity 25 watts
rms continuous program material. Price
$210.00 (both) coll 637 -0378 around
5:30-7: 00, ask for Bud.

For Sole: Girls 5-speed bike. Col l Louro
545-7 151.
1961 Chevrolet. New starter, rodio, etc.,
but doesn' t run . Toke it off my
hands-FREE. Coll Greg evenings ofter
6. 878-7829.
Jim, I love you. Yellow.
I hove a ten speed that is fou r weeks
old. I paid $122 . Will sell for $90. Rich ard 973-5632 .

C&D: How could I ever hove forgotten
you? I om coming bock! P.S . They' re
murder. Luv, jungle bunny.

"Ampeg Jet-14 " high, 19" long, 10"
deep. Amplifier like new , over $ 100 new
- NOW $60.00. 749- 1984.
• '65 Sunbeam Tiger, Factory Mag wheels,
Radial Ply tires $850 wil l consider Of)·
other car in trode. 267- 6684

Apartment to shore (furnished). July•
Augu st Vicinity Bernard & Foster. Coll
JU3 ·5328 eve. 5•7.

Unde r Milkwood, June 24, 25, 26 .

Don 't miss a great show -see " Under
Milk Wood" .

Sa ve o kitten! Free to good home. Must
give owo y or put to sleep. Female 4
months o ld . Gray and white. 973 -6518,
Bob.

Dear Corol-1 don't know your lost
name . Since when did you get seniority
to save places on the volleyball court
for Mr . Kone? I' m sick and tired of you
trying to run the PE Deportment. You
score pe ople owoy from wonting to be
o PE major . I love you.
Low Youth Fores to Europe: If you ore
over 15 and under 26 years old, you ore
eligible for this fabulous offer; A round
trip from Chicago to Paris on 7 47 Jet
flights for os low os; $270.00. Stoy as
long os o whole year. Reserve your
seats now and enjoy the summer. Coll
Mrs . Forseed 728-6465 or 263-6726.

For Sole: 1970 M.G. Midget . Low mileage $1 6 50-973-5632, ask for Rich.
Wonted: People to support free enterp rise. Patronize Dr. Jazz Ice Cream.
1607 W. Montrose.
Thanks to Mory Magdalene for favors
granted, St. Jude.
Lost: Girls Gold wrist watch. Inscribed
on bock, " With love to Lulu 1970". Sen timental value . Coll BE7 -52 85.
Fly Cessna 150 $11 .00 per hoursolo,
$19.00 dual. Coll 279-5680.

July 12 9:30 11:30
July 13 ~ 9:20 11:30

R.K. Did Amer. Gov't. give you any new
ideas for the takeover? The Commie

Get tickets for " Under Milk Wood " at
the box office.

Ticket sales

Mole folk guitarist needed for duet wit h
chick songwriter. Coll Art KE9-56 14.

July 14-9:30 - 11 :30
if necessary

10 .. student discount on oil woterbeds
and accessories . Bed $30, Liner $15, e tc.
Best buy in town. Col l Lee 262-2420 or
leave your n um ber W Cor rel 19 A-wing.
Dear Ca rol l iniseth : Is Mr. Kone you r fo .
ther? Don't lie. P .S. I won' t te ll anyone.
(smile )
$10 a w eek. Need ride d uring Ju ly-Aug ust term. Must be ot school 11 A.M. to
2 P.M. on Monday, Wednesday, Friday.
live near Old Orchard in Skokie. Mrs.
Beverly Weinberg AV2 -5428 or 6757306.
PPH E students and interested parties
knowledgea ble in psychology: I need
HELP in prepar ing my senior seminar
project. See JoAnn Johnson of PPH E
concerning correction of test. Thanks
much! Virginia Fronk 528 -5310 ofter 9
P.M.
For Sole: Best molts in town and other
old fashioned ice cream treats. See Dr .
Jazz, 1609 W . Montrose.

Teachers won ted-full or port-time.
Help p romote o responsible manufactu re r w hich hos pioneered the biodegrad able, lo-phospohte detergent field. Sell
the Amway line which includes a full
line of household goods. Coll 736-5576.

NEED A RIDE FROM OLD ORCHARD
AREA! In skokie to school. Will pay
$10.00 o week for ride on Mon . Wed .
Fr i. Must be in· school those days 11 AM
to 2 PM. Mrs. Beverly Weinberg AV25438 or 675-7306 $10 o week for o ride
three times o week- URGENT

SPECIAL STUDENT FARES:
If yo u o re o student over 12 and under
30 yea rs old, you ore eligible for that
unbelievably special offer;
A round trip from N ew York to
LONDON, PARI S, AMSTERDAM, OR
BRUSSELS for o low as ;
$ 90.00 Basic
Also available ore substantially reduced
prices for All European roilroods ... you
con tour and enjoy the rest of Europe.
For reservation and information
Coll: Mrs. H. Foreed
728-6465
or 263-6726
P.S. Maybe you wont to spend your vo cation in the U.S., we hove o great variety of vocation ideas for you ... tours,
. cruises etc.

Coll: Mrs . Foreed
in the _above mentioned tel. no.

